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Hurray!
another
no bath
day!

Equafleece®

Welcome to the Equafleece® catalogue for 2022/23.
More and more people realise that dogs, and especially very
young, elderly or thin coated dogs, feel the cold and hate
the rain just as much as people and horses do. Our fleece
products are warm, light in weight, easy to wear, machine
washable and, if that isn’t enough, 100% rainproof when worn
close to the body. Also, when you buy from us there are no
P&P or other hidden charges within the UK, the only additional
cost is postage to return an item to us if the size doesn’t fit.

Sizing, Colours and useful information
Please refer to pages 27, 28 and 29 for our colour chart and full details on how and where to measure.
You can watch a video to explain this fully on our website under HELP > Sizing Guide. If you find it all too
confusing do please give us a call on 01822 820550 - we are more than happy to help.

About our fleece
Our fleece garments are made of Polartec® high performance polyester fleece of the grade and quality found
in advanced technical mountaineering wear, and which is made from 85% recycled plastic.
Fleece is undoubtedly the best wicking medium and it is this wicking action which continually blocks rain
while still breathing away excess heat and moisture. It is much warmer and more durable than wool and
thermal cotton, is machine washable and tumble dries.

Our news:After 2 years of pandemic madness, it has been lovely to be setting up our stand at the much missed shows,
For all of us here, it has been a very isolating and scary time. We owe so much to the NHS, the scientists,
their vaccines, and to our faithful pets who have given us such companionship - I hope they forgive us for
now going back to work. The full listing of shows we will be attending is on our website under ABOUT >
Show Dates, or search Equafleece Show Dates on your browser.
Improvements: - Our website has been given an overhaul, we hope you find it easy to use. We have
employed more machinists to ramp up production, we should be ready for the coming season as never
before. Also, in the next few months, we hope to be able to re-introduce Dog Coats with the front fastening,
Tops for people, Calf Coats and Lamb Jumpers. All of these had been suspended during Covid.
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As always, we love receiving photos* of your dogs in their Equafleeces to pix@equafleece.co.uk or to our
Instagram or Facebook page. A massive thank you to all of you who supplied gorgeous pictures of your
lovely dogs, the next brochure will include as many in it as possible. Thank you again for your continued
support, we know you are our best marketing medium.
From us all at Equafleece
* We assume that any pictures sent to us may be used for marketing purposes i.e. the next brochure.

This page: AFTER the muddy walk
Front Cover: Blaze Orange 14 Slim Dog Suit
Back Cover: A plethora of spaniels

order lines

01822 820550

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk
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Dog Jumpers
Ideal for all over coverage against the wind and rain, and for wrapping up warm at night.
Your dog will be so dry and cozy he won’t want to take it off.
If your dog is already wet the Equafleece® jumper is the ideal drying tool, wicking the
wet away from the dog’s coat to the outside of the jumper, without him having to sit in
a damp towel. For the working dog who is cold and wet through, this is the perfect
garment to restore core body temperature and dry off quickly.
The Puppy Jumper
The sleeves ensure a comfortable and even fit, insulating the joints without any tension across the shoulders
or twisting round, and there are no zips or buckles to lie on or to get in the way of a harness.
More Dog Jumpers for Whippets, Lurchers, Greyhounds;
slim Terriers, Spaniels, Pointers; Italian Greyhounds;
Dachshunds; Pugs and Bull Breeds over the page.

Colours:
Black

warm drying 100% rainproof
washable breathable
Putting on and taking off a Dog Jumper:

Go to HELP > How-to-Fit Videos on our website for step-by-step
instructions of putting on and taking off a jumper, also detailed in
the swing ticket attached to the garment.

Size

4

Write down all the 5 measurements
and either enter them into our sizing
calculator on our website (Dog
Jumper page) or call us with all 5
measurements to hand.

Black 31 Slim Jumper

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

01822 820550

Loden Green
Teal
Dark purple
Cobalt blue
Pale heather

FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 29

a = main measurement and is taken
from front of neck (breastbone),
round the shoulder to root of tail.

Red

Mulberry

Where to measure your dog

Please measure
snug to the body

Brown

9 puppy
11
12
14
16
18/20
22
24
26
28
31
34
37
40
43

Price
£20
£25
£25
£25
£28
£28
£33
£33
£38
£38
£43
£43
£49
£49
£55

FREE P & P

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Navy
Koala grey
Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Practical for all doggie pursuits
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Slim Jumpers
Slim Jumpers fit all typical slim
dogs like slim Poodles Terriers,
Cockers, Springers, Pointers,
Whippets, Lurchers, Greyhounds,
Deerhounds etc.
Super Slim Jumpers fit all
very slim dogs like long slim
Cockapoos, extra lean Whippets,
Salukis, small agility Collies etc.
They are completely rainproof
and have a thermal rating of
over 4 tog (similar to a summer
duvet).
Pale Heather 26 Slim Jumper

100% rainproof warm
drying breathable washable
Italian Jumpers
The Italian Greyhound Jumpers are for
dainty little dogs with a tiny neck and waist
but very deep chest, and often fit Toy
Terriers and Miniature Pinschers.

Size

Price

11 Slim
£25
12 Slim
£25
14 Slim
£25
16 Slim
£28
18/20 Slim
£28
18/20 Super slim £28
22 Slim
£33
22 Super slim £33
24 Slim
£33
24 Super slim £33
26 Slim
£38
26 Super slim £38
28 Slim
£38
28 Super slim £38
31 Slim
£43
31 Super slim £43
34 Slim
£43
34 Super slim £43
37 Slim
£49

Put on/take off a
jumper:

Go to HELP > How-to-Fit
Videos on our website for
step by step instructions
of putting on and taking off
a jumper, also detailed in
the swing ticket attached
to the garment.

Colours:
Brown
Red
Loden Green
Teal

FREE P & P

Dark purple
Cobalt blue
Pale heather
Navy

Price

£25
£25
£25
£28
£28
£28
£28
£33
£33

The
Dinky
and
Dachsie
Jumpers
have leg holes rather than sleeves
to fit long, slim, short legged breeds and are often
the best fit for very slim Yorkies and Chihuahuas.
A close-fitting garment will keep your Dachshund
completely dry and warm in the wettest of weathers.
For larger Standard Dachsies, the Slim and Super
slim Tankies P10 fit very well.

drying
100% rainproof warm
breathable

washable

Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow

FREE P & P

Blaze orange

Size
Please measure
snug to the body

a = main measurement and is taken
from front of neck (breastbone),
round the shoulder to root of tail.
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11 Dinky
12 Dachsie
14 Dachsie
16 Dachsie
16 Slim dachsie
18/20 Dachsie
18/20 Slim dachsie
22 Dachsie
22 Slim dachsie

Koala grey

£25
£28
£28

Dachsie Jumpers

Price

FREE P & P

Mulberry
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 29

14 italian
16 italian
18 italian

Size

Black

Where to measure your dog
Size

Teal Dachsie Jumpers

Purple 14 Italian Greyhound Jumper

Write down all the 5 measurements
and either enter them into our sizing
calculator on our website (Dog
Jumper page) or call us with all 5
measurements to hand.

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

01822 820550

14 Pug
16 Pug
18 Pug
20 Frenchie
22 Bullie
24 Bullie
26 Bullie
28 Bullie/boxer
31 Boxer/dobie

Price

FREE P & P

£25
£28
£28
£28
£33
£33
£38
£38
£43

Pug & Bullies
Pug and Bullie Jumpers
are for broader breeds of
dogs. They are also ideal
for any dog that is carrying
a little extra weight for
whatever reason.
100% Rainproof, warm
and great at drying off a
soggy dog.

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Mulberry 18 Pug & 20 Frenchie Jumpers
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Dog Tankies
The Dog Tankie can be worn on its own like a body warmer, over an Equafleece® Dog Jumper as an extra
layer on those really cold days, or under any dog coat as a base layer.
As with all our products, the Tankie is 100% rainproof, comfortable to wear and suitable for all dogs. It has
no buckles and straps so is ideal for the older, more sedentary dog that doesn’t move like he/she used to.
Also for those canines who are finicky about their legs and feet.
It is styled like a dog jumper but with spacious leg holes and a 1” wide collar.

Colours:

More Dog Tankies for slim Whippets, Lurchers,
Greyhounds, Pugs and Bull Breeds over the page.

Black
Brown
Red

Putting on/taking off a Tankie:

Loden Green

Go to HELP > How-to-Fit Videos on our website for step-by-step
instructions of putting on and taking off a Dog Tankie, also detailed in
the swing ticket attached to the garment.

Teal
Dark purple

breathable

100% rainproof
washable

Where to measure your dog

warm

drying

FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 29

Cobalt blue
Mulberry
Pale heather
Navy
Koala grey
Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Size

Please measure
snug to the body

a = main measurement and is taken
from front of neck (breastbone),
round the shoulder to root of tail.
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Write down all the 5 measurements
and either enter them into our sizing
calculator on our website (Dog
Tankie page) or call us with all 5
measurements to hand.

Soft Fuchsia 18/20 Dog Tankie

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

01822 820550

11
12
14
16
18/20
22
24
26
28
31
34
37
40

Price
£22
£22
£22
£25
£25
£30
£30
£35
£35
£40
£40
£46
£46

FREE P & P

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Great bodywarmer for wet walks
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Size

14 Pug
16 Pug
18 Pug
20 Frenchie

Price
£22
£25
£25
£25

FREE P & P

Pug and Frenchie Tankies

Colours:

Pug & Frenchie Tankies

Pug and Frenchie Tankies are for small, broad breeds of dogs like Norfolks,
Miniature Schnauzers, Pugs and French Bulldogs.

Black

They are also ideal for any dog that is carrying a little extra weight for whatever
reason. They are completely rainproof with a thermal rating of over 4 tog (similar
to a summer weight duvet).

Brown
Red
Loden Green
Teal

Where to measure your dog
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 29

Dark purple

a = main measurement and is taken
from front of neck (breastbone),
round the shoulder to root of tail.

Cobalt blue

Slim Dog Tankies
Slim Tankies fit all slim dogs like Whippets,
Lurchers, Greyhounds, Deerhounds, slender
Cockers, Springers, Cockapoos and slim Pointers
to name but a few.
Super Slim Tankies fit very slim dogs like skinny
Whippets, Lurchers, Salukis, very lean Cockers,
Springers, Cockapoos and very lean small Collies.
They are completely rainproof, breathable,
washable and have a thermal rating of over
4-tog (similar to a summer weight duvet).
They are also brilliant at drying off a wet dog.
If you need further help with sizing please go to
page 29.

100%
rainproof

Size

warm
breathable
washable
drying

14 Slim
16 Slim
18/20 Slim
22 Slim
22 Super Slim
24 Slim
24 Super Slim
26 Slim
26 Super Slim
28 Slim
28 Super Slim
31 Slim
31 Super Slim
34 Slim
37 slim

£22
£25
£25
£30
£30
£30
£30
£35
£35
£35
£35
£40
£40
£40
£46

FREE P & P

Go to HELP > How-to-Fit Videos on our website for step-by-step instructions of putting on and taking off a
Dog Tankie, also detailed in the swing ticket attached to the garment.

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

01822 820550

Write down all the 5 measurements
and either enter them into our
sizing calculator on our website
(Dog Tankie page) or call us with
all 5 measurements to hand.

Pale heather

Price

Putting on/taking off a Tankie:
10

Mulberry

Red 28 Superslim Dog Tankie

Navy
Koala grey
Fuchsia pink

Please measure
snug to the body

Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Bullie Tankies
Bullie Tankies are for broader breeds of dogs like
Bulldogs, broad Staffies and Engish Bull Terriers, and
in the bigger sizes for Boxers, Dobermans and Mastiffs.

Size

22 Bullie
24 Bullie
26 Bullie
28 Bullie/Boxer
31 Boxer/Dobie

Price They are also ideal for any
£30
£30
£35
£35
£40

dog that is carrying a little
extra weight for whatever
reason.

FREE P & P

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Cobalt Blue 24 Bullie Tankie
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Dog Suits
The Equafleece® Dog Suit has become one of our best sellers, a four legged garment for all over protection
from the wet, improved drying and extra warmth. Our grade of Polartec® fleece is super stretchy so it is
very easy to put on and off without the need of buckles, straps or velcro. Whether used for a competition
dog, working dog or just one that suffers from arthritis, the luxuriously soft fleece means it will be super
comfortable. The area between the back legs is open so as not to interfere with all male and female
bodily functions.

Colours:

See over the page for more Dog Suits for dainty
Toys and Terriers, slim Spaniels and Poodle mixes,
Whippets, Lurchers, Greyhounds and Pugs.

Black
Brown
Red

Putting on/taking off a Dog Suit:

Loden Green

Go to HELP > How-to-Fit Videos on our website for step-by-step
instructions of putting on and taking off a Dog Suit, also detailed
in the swing ticket attached to the garment.

Teal

breathable

Ensuring
a perfect fit
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 29

100% rainproof
washable

warm

It is important that the Dog Suit fits
well, not tight or baggy.
It may require 2 people to measure
your dog accurately. Write down all
the 5 measurements and either enter
them into our sizing calculator on
our website (Dog Suit page) or call
us with all 5 measurements to hand.

drying
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a = main measurement and is taken
from front of neck (breastbone),
round the shoulder to root of tail.

Teal, Soft Fuchsia and Pale Heather Dog Suits

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

01822 820550

Cobalt blue
Mulberry
Pale heather
Navy
Koala grey
Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Size

Please measure
snug to the body

Dark purple

11
12
14
16
18/20
22
24
26
28
31
34

Price
£31
£31
£31
£34
£34
£39
£39
£44
£44
£49
£49

FREE P & P

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Great for muddy, wet walks
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Italian Greyhound Suits
Designed specifically for Italian Greyhounds but can also fit
English Toy Terriers and other deep chested little dogs with
very fine bone structure.
They are completely rainproof and despite having a thermal
rating of over 4 tog (similar to a summer weight duvet), the open
weave means the fabric wicks away any moisture super quick.

Size

Colours:

14 italian
16 italian
18 italian

Black
Brown

FREE P & P

Red
Loden Green

Slim Dog Suits
Designed for slim and very slim breeds, so suitable for
dainty toy and terrier types, light-boned poodle mixes
and spaniels, Pointers, very lean labradors, Whippets,
Size
Price Lurchers, Greyhounds etc.
11 Slim
12 Slim
14 Slim
16 Slim
16 Super slim
18/20 Slim
18/20 Super slim
22 Slim
22 Super slim
24 Slim
24 Super slim
26 Slim
26 Super slim
28 Slim
28 Super slim
31 Slim
31 Super slim
34 Slim

14

FREE P & P

£31
£31
£31
£34
£34
£34
£34
£39
£39
£39
£39
£44
£44
£44
£44
£49
£49
£49

Dark purple

warm drying
washable
100% rainproof
breathable

Cobalt blue
Mulberry
Pale heather
Navy
Koala grey

Super Slim Suits fit very
slim dogs like skinny
Whippets,
Lurchers,
Salukis, adolescent/very
lean Cockers, Springers,
Cockapoos and some very
lean agility Collies.

Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow

Pale Heather 16 Italian Dog Suit

F U L L D E TA I L S O N PAG E 29

It is important that the Dog Suit fits
well, not tight or baggy.
It may require 2 people to measure
your dog accurately. Write down all
the 5 measurements and either enter
them into our sizing calculator on our
website (Dog Suit page) or call us with
all 5 measurements to hand.
a = main measurement and is taken
Please measure from front of neck (breastbone), round
snug to the body
the shoulder to root of tail.

Blaze orange

Pug & Bullie Suits
Size

They are completely
rainproof and despite
having a thermal rating
of over 4-tog (similar to
a summer weight duvet)
the open weave means the
fabric wicks away excess
heat and any moisture.

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

£31
£34
£34

Ensuring a perfect fit

Teal

Slim Suits in Fluorescent Yellow

Price

14 Pug
16 Pug
18 Pug
20 Frenchie
22 Bullie
24 Bullie
26 Bullie
28 Bullie/Boxer
31 Boxer/Dobie

Enjoying full freedom of movement

order lines

01822 820550

Price Pug & Bullie Suits

FREE P & P

£31
£34
£34
£34
£39
£39
£44
£44
£49

are for broader breeds
of dogs like French
and English Bulldogs,
broad Staffs, etc. They
are also ideal for any
dog that is carrying a
little extra weight for
whatever reason.

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Cobalt Blue 26 Bullie Suit
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Polo Neck Coats
The easy to put on Polo Neck Coat is an alternative style of coat which eliminates the front buckle for added
comfort and offers a higher degree of neck protection. It is cut deeper under the belly for increased coverage,
guarding against the splashes of muddy walks.
Like the jumper this fleece coat is fantastically rainproof, warm and washable. It may look wet on the outside,
but your dog will be bone dry and toasty warm, even after being out for 4 hours in torrential rain.
It is also exceptionally good at drying off the already wet dog and is used extensively for drying working dogs
and for after hydrotherapy.

Colours:

See over the page for more Polo Neck Coats for Whippets,
Lurchers, Greyhounds, Dachshunds. Cockapoos may fit into the
Slim Polo Neck Coats over the page due to their narrow bodies.

warm

Where to measure
your dog

Red
Loden Green

Cobalt blue
Mulberry
Pale heather
Navy

You can enter all
5 measurements into
our sizing calculator
on our website.

Koala grey

Size

2
16

Blaze Orange 28 Polo Neck Coat

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

2

order lines

01822 820550

Teal

Dark purple

Please measure
snug to the body

Velcro strap on
Size 12 only

Brown

washable

See P29 for
full details

Polo Neck
collar with no
front fastening

Black

12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
31
34
37

Price
£25
£25
£28
£28
£28
£33
£33
£38
£38
£43
£43
£49

100%

rainproof

FREE P & P

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Quick and easy to put on and take off
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Dachsie Polo Neck Coats
The Dachsie Polo Neck Coats are designed
specifically for Miniature Dachshunds, but also fit
long skinny Terriers and similar types.
As with all our fleece garments, they are 100%
rainproof, soft, cosy and comfortable to wear,
and machine washable.

Blaze Orange 16 Dachsie Polo Neck Coat

Size

16 Dachsie
18 Dachsie
20 Dachsie/Slim
22 Dachsie/Slim
24 Slim
26 Slim
28 Slim
31 Slim
34 Slim
37 Slim

Price

FREE P & P

£28
£28
£28
£33
£33
£38
£38
£43
£43
£49

Italian Greyhound Coats
Designed specifically for the Italian slim neck, deep
chest, tiny waist and arched back. This coat is
possibly the softest and cosiest on the market with a
warmth rating equivalent to a summer duvet yet 100%
rainproof no matter how many times you wash it. It will
also dry off a chilly, wet pooch in record time.

Size Dog Type

100% rainproof

Where to measure your dog

drying

16
18

£28
£28

Purple 16 Italian Greyhound Coat

warm drying
washable
100% rainproof
breathable

Brown
Red
Loden Green
Teal
Dark purple

a = main measurement and is taken
from front of neck (breastbone),
round the shoulder to root of tail.

Cobalt blue

Please measure
snug to the body

Pale heather
Navy
Koala grey
Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Slim Polo Neck Coats
Slim Polo Neck Coats fit Whippets,
Lurchers, Greyhounds and other fine boned
dogs beautifully - Standard Dachshunds,
Cockapoos, Vizslas, Pointers, to name but
a few
As with all our fleece garments, they are
100% rainproof, super fast at drying a
soggy dog, soft, cosy and comfortable to
wear, and machine washable.

order lines

01822 820550

W

NE

Mulberry

warm
washable

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

Price

Black

It may require 2 people to measure
your dog accurately. Write down
all the 5 measurements and
either enter them into our sizing
calculator on our website (Polo
Neck Coat page) or call us with all
5 measurements.

Navy 26 Slim Polo Neck Coat

FREE P & P

Colours:

breathable
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Italian Greyhound
Italian Greyhound

Size Dog Type
14
16
18
20
22
24

Pug
Pug
Pug
Frenchie
Bullie
Bullie

FREE P & P

Pug and Bullie Polo Neck Coats

The Pug and Bullie Polo Coats are designed specifically for dogs with
a broad neck and chest, like Pugs, French Bulldogs, broad Terriers and
mini Schnauzers, Staffordshire Bull Terriers, Shar-Peis, Chow Chows,
Samoyed, Keeshond and British Bulldogs.

Polartec ®
fabric
is
renowned for being
Warmth without Weight
and is the perfect fabric
Price for dogs prone to joint
£25 problems. As always, they
£28
are 100% rainproof, soft
£28
and cosy to wear, and fully
£28
washable.
£33
£33

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Cobalt Blue 18 Pug Polo Neck Coat
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Summer Suits
The Summer Suit is a fabulous garment, ideal for our
typical wet English summer weather, but also perfect
in winter for dogs that don’t need a thermal layer.
Made from a technical fabric, similar in look and feel
to cotton T-shirting, but wicking and with a really good
degree of water-repellence. Not 100% rainproof,
but definitely showerproof and, more importantly,
100% mudproof. The Dachsie sizes are designed
specifically for Dachshunds with short sleeves.
Originally designed as a Tick Suit, this garment is
meant to be a bit more fitting without being tight. As
a result, it won’t be a problem
Size
Price if your dog happens to briefly
12
£22
take to the water, though it is
14
£22
certainly no wetsuit!
16
£25
Teal 26 Summer Suit
16 Dachsie £25
Legs: If the sleeves are too long you can just trim to suit, the fabric will not fray.
16 Pug
£25
19
£25
Where to measure your dog
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 29
19 Dachsie £25
a = main measurement and is
19 Pug
£25
taken from front of neck
22
£30
(breastbone), round the shoulder
24
£30
to root of tail.
26
£35
28
£35
Write down the 5 measurements
32
£40
and either enter them into our
36
£40
sizing calculator on our website

FREE P & P

(Summer Suit page) or call us with
your 5 measurements to hand.

Please measure
snug to the body

Colours:
Black
Mulberry
Raspberry Red
Orange
Teal
Cornflower Blue
20

N.B. This garment is not suitable for cooling your dog, please see our cotton garments over the page.

Raspberry Red, Black and Orange Summer Suits

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

01822 820550

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk
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T-shirt Body
How cool do you feel in a wet T-shirt?
The same will apply to your dog on a hot
day. Applied damp or wet, it will reduce
your dog’s body temperature greatly.
Brilliant for dogs with rashes, grass
allergies, alopecia and for keeping postoperative dressings in place.

Dusky Rose 22 T-shirt Suit

T-shirt Dog Suit

Also used extensively by TTouch
canine behaviourists as a protective
portable hug to calm your dog when
anxiety strikes - for instance during
thunderstorms and firework displays.
While this may sound cranky it does
actually work.
Comfortable, soft and maintains its
shape. Made from 93% cotton and 7%
elastane.

Similar to our Polartec® Dog Suit in design, covering
the dog except for the genital area with a small collar
and shortened sleeves. Made with our quality
t-shirting fabric, the T-shirt Suit is ideal as a lightweight
barrier for allergies, keeping post operative dressings in
place and for keeping stray dog hairs to a minimum when
staying away from home. Available in 8 sizes and 4 colours.

Lime Yellow 16 T-shirt Body

comfortable

Measure snug
to the body

cooling protective
washable

Colours:
Blue



Black
Lime Yellow

Where to measure your dog
See P29 for full details

Pink
Brown
Red

Dog Size Price

Dog Size Price

14
16
Colours:
19 (18)
Black
22
24
Steel Blue
26
Dusky Rose 28
32
Brown
22

FREE P & P

Brown 24 T-shirt Suit

Fit, sizing & colours: P27-29

order lines

14
16
19 (18)
22
24
26
28
32

£20
£20
£20
£23
£23
£23
£26
£26

01822 820550

Red 19 and Blue 16 T-shirt Bodies

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

£15
£15
£15
£18
£18
£18
£21
£21

FREE P & P
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Spot The Dog
The yellow and orange are stunningly bright
when your dog blends into the background,
and with reflective tape for added visibility
at night. Your dog will be easily picked out,
day or night.

Colours:

Fluorescent yellow

Black with snow leopard collars

£7.00

Blaze orange

**Where to measure

Spot the Dogs in dim light

comfortable

functional
washable

Measuring in inches, run your tape measure
around the broadest part of the head to
ensure garment can pass over the ears.

Neck Size ** (see above)
Price
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 (inches) £8
FREE Postage & Packing

Snow Antelope Tiger
Zebra Leopard Silver
Cheetah Leopard

Made from 93% cotton and
7% elastane (spandex) to
maintain shape.
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The Dog Shorts fasten with
two wide velcro tabs and
adjustable elastic around
the legs.

Colours:
Black
Steel Blue

Mulberry 31 Jumper
with zip

Dusky Rose
Brown

Where to measure 10-12” XS £15
Around the waist
directly in front of
back legs

order lines

12-15” S
16-19” M
20-23” L

£15
£18
£21

FREE P & P

01822 820550

Zip down the back

The zip can be added, over the phone, to a Dog Jumper, Suit and Tankie super comfortable with a wide zip flap to stop any hair catching, and a joy
for the very stiff or arthritic dog to put on.
If you have not ordered before for a dog, we will advise you try the garment
for size first, then send it back to us for the zip to be added. A zip can be
added at any stage, to new and old garments alike. We make these to
order and cannot refund or exchange if the size is incorrect.
The zip opens as far as the Equafleece label. Unzip and put the hind legs
in position first. Once hooked up over the tail, load the front legs. Zip up.

N.B. A zip is not necessary for young active dogs as Polartec®
fleece is very stretchy.

Large Brown Dog Shorts

Waist Size Price

Fur Collars

These premium quality prints make a fabulous addition to
the Dog Jumper, Tankie, Suit or Polo Neck Coat. For £7 we
replace the fleece collar with your choice of faux fur collar so chic for indoor wear though not water-repellent. The faux
fur is not so stretchy so the collar is cut wider than the fleece
to enable easy fitting.
We make these to order and cannot refund or exchange.

£12.00 FREE P & P

Dog Shorts
These fabulously comfortable
shorts, shaped like a backto-front nappy, have a variety
of uses. Incontinence, urinary
infection, in season, the list
goes on. Insert a panty liner
or sanitary pad to isolate drips
and smells.

FREE P & P

Dog Nots
A robust toy for dogs to rag with, the Dog Nots are four strands of fleece
plaited together by hand in various colour combinations.

£4.00

FREE P & P
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order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Neck Warmers
Fleece was first developed as a next to skin layer,
in many cases as underwear for extreme conditions.

Colour Chart

Polartec® Fleece Colours
Black

Red

Mulberry

Koala Grey

Fluorescent Yellow

Cobalt Blue

Navy

Teal

Dark Brown

Blaze Orange

Dark Purple

Pale Heather

Loden Green

Soft Fuchsia

The neck warmers are fabulous at keeping you warm
and dry whatever the activity and weather.

Size:

One size

£7.50

FREE P & P

Colours:
Black
Brown
Red
Loden Green
Teal
Dark purple

wicking

breathable

Cobalt blue

washable

Mulberry
Pale heather
Navy

Summer Suit Colours
Black

Mulberry

Raspberry Red Orange

Teal

Cornflower Blue

Lime Yellow

Brown

Red

Koala grey
Fuchsia pink
Fluorescent yellow
Blaze orange

Socks

T-shirt Body Colours
Blue

Black

Pink

There is no doubt that if you have suffered from cold feet suffer no more. Our socks are so effective at keeping your
feet warm that you won’t want to take them off.

Sock Sizes:
UK (Europe)

Small
Medium
Large
4-5 (37-38) 6-7 (39-41) 8-10 (42-44)

T-shirt Suit and Dog Short Colours
Brown

£9.50

Black

Steel Blue

Dusky Rose

FREE P & P
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Small Mulberry Socks
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order lines

01822 820550

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk

Freddie showing the best fit for a Dog Suit
The fit of the chest
should not be sagging,
but also not too tight or
it would start to restrict
movement. This one is
the ideal width, with a
few wrinkles showing
there is a little spare
room for comfort.

Fred fits into the 18/20 and the
18/20 slim.
Fred’s mum prefers him in the
18/20 because it is spacious
without being saggy.
The suit length shouldn’t be so
short that it doesn’t reach the tail,
and not so long that it hangs 2” or
more over the tail.

Freddie in a Size 16
This suit length is too short, exposing
his bottom, so is too tight at the top of
the back leg. This will cause discomfort
and eventually tear.

Fitting other
garments
The same fit is
also relevant to
the Dog Jumper,
Dog Tankie and
the T-shirts.

Whilst a snug fit sounds cosy, you
wouldn’t want the chest width to look
any more close fitting than this.
Freddie in a Size 22 Slim
Overall length is too long resulting in
excess fabric through the body and over
the tail. Probably covers his willy too.
Body width would be ok if the length
was correct.

Every dog is different and we understand that getting the best fit is tricky. We hope this gives you an
indication of how the best fit should look on your dog but if you need further help please email us your
pictures to sizing@equafleece.co.uk.

Like and follow us !

We have a Sizing video on our website which
can be helpful to watch to see how it’s done,
HELP > Sizing Guide.
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order lines

01822 820550

Ensure your dog is standing up, facing forward and
not hunched or bending - as if looking at something
exciting like a rabbit.
Take all 5 measurements shown in the diagram,.
You can write them down below as you go
inches / centimetres (don’t mix)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Please measure
snug to the body

............. Length (Main measurement)
............. Neck (in the middle)
............. Chest (broadest part)
............. Waist (narrowest part)
............. Backbone (Base of neck to tail)

The Calculator won’t play!

The (a) measurement is from the breastbone, around
the shoulder and then up to the root of the tail in an
arc.

If the Sizing Calculator can’t size your dog
immediately, please don’t be alarmed, it may
be because of one of the following:

When taking (b), (c) and (d) the tape measure
should be fitting to your dog’s body, flattening the hair
with no spare space, but definitely not tight. (If no
soft tape is available, you can use a piece of string
or a dog lead and then measure against a builder’s
tape).

1. Our Calculater has a min-to-max range for all
the 5 measurements. It only takes one of your
values to be outside of our range by a tiny amount
and, as the computer can’t think, it can’t compute.

The (e) is along the backbone, bottom of neck to
root of tail - again with your dog standing up, facing
forward and not hunched or sitting.
Choose which style of garment you want on our website,
click on What Size Do I Need and enter your dog’s
5 measurements directly into the Sizing Calculator.

Leg Length

We are really active on social media and love sharing fabulous photos of your dogs. Our website and
brochures are solely made up of customer pictures. Feel free to pop us a message to say hello anytime.

Sizing your dog

Each size has a standard leg length. If this is too
long you can trim the sleeves to your required
length - Polartec® does not fray. If not long enough,
we can make a bespoke suit with longer legs
before 20th September for a surcharge of £20

2. The (a) measurement can be very tricky, most
dogs hunch their backs or squirm rather than
standing proud. Not helpful if on your own!
3. The sizing calculator may think you are entering
inches instead of centimeters, or vice versa?
If still no luck, please fill in Dog Breed and Age
and then click Send Us Your Measurements.
We can usually work out what the sizing calculator
can’t, and email you back within 2-8 hours. We do
reply to every single one, so if you haven’t had a
reply please check your Spam and Junk.
If you prefer to speak to one of us, you
can call us with all 5 measurements on
01822 820550, we are always happy to help.

order securely online www.equafleece.co.uk
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To Order
EITHER • Fill in the order form and post it to us at the address
below with a cheque or credit/debit card details - orders paid
for by cheque may be delayed for clearance.

O R D E R

• Telephone us with your credit card or debit card details.

F O R M / R E C E I P T

• Visit our website www.equafleece.co.uk and order online
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
SIZE
			

If you have any queries regarding a special order please telephone us on
01822 820550 and we will help if we can.

COLOUR
OF FLEECE

PRICE

TOTAL

Navigating around our Website:
You can buy our products with complete confidence on a secure server from our website www.equafleece.co.uk.
There are videos to show you how and where we measure: HELP > Sizing Guide, videos to show you how easy
it is to put on and remove our fleece garments: HELP > How-to-Fit Videos, and on each product page there is a
sizing calculator under What Size Do I Need.

Sizing:
While we make far more dog coat and jumper sizes than anyone else we know of - from Chihuahua to Great
Dane - if your dog is very narrow or broad please let us know as this will help in establishing the correct size. We
can also make to order though this does carry an extra charge of between £10 and £20 and may not be available
during our busy season. All telephonists are very knowledgable and will give advice on the information given to
them, but are not accountable for items that do not fit.

Delivery:

All prices include postage and packing to all UK addresses

We aim to hold stock of all the items for sale in this brochure and to dispatch on the first working day following the
day your order is placed. Items that are not in stock are not available for order online. If not in stock, you can call
us to place the order, we aim to make it and send it within three weeks. We endeavour to let you know if for any
reason we do not expect to be able to meet that deadline. In all cases, payment is taken on order.
Free UK delivery is on a Tracked Second Class Royal Mail service. For an additional charge we can despatch
by Tracked First Class (£2.50) or Special Delivery (£7.50). If an item fails to arrive please inform us as soon as
possible so that we can track the lost item, often it can be located by GPS.

Returns: If an item does not fit, please return it before it is worn outside
You have a legal right to return any goods ordered online or by telephone within seven days of receipt for
replacement or a full refund provided the goods are in a resaleable condition. We are happy to exchange and
refund goods outside this time limit but we cannot exchange items that are soiled, smell, are hairy or have been
washed or brushed. Items returned for exchange or refund that are not in as new condition will wait to be processed
until we have time to assess the damage. This can be up to 3 months.
Returning items to us: you have to pay for the returns postage - tracked delivery is advised but not
necessary. Please keep your Post Office receipt/Proof of Posting. We pay to return any replacement garments
which will be dispatched Second Class unless you request otherwise.

TOTAL PAYABLE

Method of Payment
By Credit Card or Debit Card (by post or place your order by phone 01822 820550)
I wish to pay by Visa/Visa Debit/Mastercard/Maestro/Delta (delete as appropriate); please charge to my account
My card number is (16 or 18 digits):

Issue No:

Valid From:

(Maestro cards only)

/

Expiry date:

/

(Maestro cards only)

Name of cardholder		
(as written on the card)		

VCN

(last 3 digits on the signature strip of your card)

By Cheque or Postal Order (NB. This may delay your order while your cheque clears)
Made payable to Equafleece Ltd and send to Holdstrong Workshop, Coryton, Okehampton, Devon EX20 4PQ
I enclose a cheque/postal order for: £
Name
Address

Holdstrong Workshop, Coryton, Okehampton, Devon EX20 4PQ
Tel: 01822 820550
VAT Number: 881 4080 24

www.equafleece.co.uk

						Postcode
Daytime telephone			

Registered in England:5681975

VAT Number: 881 4080 24

Email address
Registered in England:5681975
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EQUAFLEECE® LTD
Holdstrong Workshop
Coryton,
Okehampton
Devon EX20 4PQ
order lines

UK 01822 820550
International +44 1822 820550

www.equafleece.co.uk

VAT Number: 881 4080 24

Reg’d in England: 5681975

